Rob Pleas Photography, LLC

L-Bracket

----------------------------User Manual

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing the L-Bracket from Rob
Pleas Photography. To get the most out of your new
product, please read this user manual thoroughly
before use, as it explains the functions, operation
methods, and specifications. In addition, keep your
camera’s user manual handy for quick reference.
KEY FEATURES
1. Short "leg" flips down allowing access to USB
ports on most cameras
2. Fits most Arca-Swiss style plates
3. Made in the USA
4. Lightweight machined aluminum construction
5. Low-reflectivity matte-black anodized finish

SETUP AND OPERATION
Please reference the diagrams on page 5, then
follow these steps:
1. Attach your camera or lens securely to plate A
using brass screw C, so that the lens points
away from you. Do not over tighten the brass
screw.
2. Attach plate A securely to your Arca-Swiss
compatible quick-release system.
Note: For heavier cameras, it is recommended
that you push the left-side of the camera flush
against side plate B. This will help prevent the
plate from folding in on itself when the bracket is
oriented for Portrait photography.
To change the orientation of your camera from
landscape to portrait:
1. Remove the L-bracket from your quickrelease system.
2. Attach plate B to your quick-release
system. Tighten securely.

When you are ready to download your pictures to
your computer follow these steps:
1. Remove the L-Bracket from your tripod.
2. Pull pin D while pushing plate B away from
the camera until plate B is almost parallel
with plate A.
3. Reverse the procedure to close plate B.
Note: The side plate will fold down more easily
after a few times of use.

BOLT TENSION ADJUSTMENT
If you find that plate B is too difficult to push, it can
be adjusted.
Before proceeding, understand that adjusting the
bolts can change the alignment of lock-pin D to
plate A, thus resulting in difficulty seating the pin.
These are the steps required to adjust the bolt
tension:
1. Find the two bolts on each side of the Lbracket.
2. Using a correctly-sized hex wrench,
carefully unscrew the bolts one at a time, in
no more than 1/8 turn increments until the
plate moves to your satisfaction.
WARNING: If you unscrew the bolts completely,
the L-Bracket will fall apart. Damage to your
camera equipment is not covered under warranty
if you disassemble the L-Bracket!

PARTS DIAGRAM

(Fig.1)
A Base Plate
B Side Plate
C Hex Screw
D Lock-Pin

SPECIFICATIONS
6" L-Bracket:
Weight: 5 1/8 oz.
Max. Dimensions: 2 1/2 H" x 1 1/2" W x 5 7/8" L
Maximum Specified Load Capacity: 15 lbs
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